**New Products**

**Asplundh Tree Expert Co.**, Jenkintown, Pa., announces a combination tree wound dressing and sprout growth inhibitor on an applicator pole for faster unit production. Asplundh Inhibitor-Fortified Tree Paint is a high-quality asphalt-base wound dressing containing 1% of the ethyl ester of naphthaleaneacetic acid. The formula is offered in an aerosol can, which, the company claims, aids production and reduces unit cost compared with brush-on applications. The tree paint is most effective as an inhibitor of new sprout growth; less effective as an elongation inhibitor, says Asplundh. Application may be made any time during the year. For more details, circle (701) on the reply card.

**Dri-Slide, Inc.**, Fremont, Mich., announces that Dri-Slide now comes in an 8 oz. aerosol container. Dri-slide is the penetrating - inhibiting dry-film reaction lubricant that is applied wet, forcing "revitalization" of frozen mechanisms and parts. Operating pressures leave treated surfaces "plated" with a dry slick film impervious to water, steam, chemicals, alkalis and most acid. Boundary film reduces friction coefficient to about .02 with 100,000 PSI film strength. Reaction product imparts monomolecular corrosion inhibiting characteristics. For details, circle (704) on the reply card.

**Vermeer Manufacturing Co.**, Pella, Ia., offers a new portable service line cable layer designed primarily for use on yards and finished areas. The new CL-15, a compact 12 hp machine, will bury cable about 15" deep (standard) and is easily transported to and from job sites by a pickup trailer or van. The unit is specifically designed for plowing in telephone cable, underground wiring for street lights, commercial and residential services—gas lines to yard lights and permanent grills, lawn irrigation piping, etc. No backfilling or re-landscaping is necessary. High flotation tires, individual drive wheel control and variable speed hydraulic power combine to provide simple and efficient operation and handling. For more details, circle (705) on reply card.

**Nutro Turf & Garden Products**, division of Borden Chemical, Inc., Columbus, Ohio, announces a product for those who wouldn't touch a wasp nest with a 10-ft. pole. It's the new Nutro Hornet & Wasp Bomb that shoots a narrow jet stream of wasp-lethal insecticide up to 12 feet. The aerosol dispenser (15½ oz.) permits on-target aiming. Suggested time of application is early morning or late evening when wasps are hovering at their nests. Wasps suffering direct hit fall in two or three seconds. Bomb sells for $1.95. For more details, circle (708) on reply card.

**Ackley Manufacturing Co.**, Clackamas, Ore., has developed a portable, lightweight, hydraulic-powered grinder, capable of operating smoothly at high speeds. Power rating is 4 to 6 hp. It weighs 14 lbs., has standard %" shaft that accommodates 7" grinding wheel, wire brush, cut-off wheel and other high-speed attachments. There are two models for above water use, 24H open center and 24H-CC closed center and two for underwater use, 24HS open center and 24HS-CC closed center. For more details, circle (709) on reply card.
J. I. Case Co., Racine, Wis., introduces for 1970 a 7 hp compact tractor that features simplified, quick-change attachments for all-season use. Model 117 utilizes a hydraulic drive system with single lever travel control. Attachments include a 34-inch mower, 32-inch snowcaster, and 38-inch dozer blade. Its "snap-fast" system enables anyone, without use of tools, to install or remove attachments within two minutes. For more details, circle (702) on reply card.

Allis-Chalmers, Milwaukee, Wis., calls "maneuverability" the key word for its Model B-208, eight hp riding tractor. Its two-section frame, joined just forward of the operator seat, allows the forward half of the unit to follow ground contour independent of the rear section, facilitating mowing around uneven terrain and obstacles. Free-floating mower design prevents scalping. Three speeds forward to 5.6 mph; one reverse at 2.9 mph. For more details, circle (703) on reply card.

Dri-Spray, a division of Equipment Development, Inc., Warren, Mich., announces the development and marketing of its Model 816-A airless paint sprayer. Features option of converting to either gasoline engine or electric motor as power source at anytime. Choice of spray tips available. Atomizes pressurized paint directly from conventional one- and five-gallon containers, spraying at rates up to 2 gallons per minute. For more details, circle (706) on reply card.

Portable Elevator Manufacturing Co., Bloomington, Ill., has added electric hoists to its Glencoe line for light-medium duty dumping conversions. The electric models permit conversion of any type of body, including standard pick-up boxes, flatbeds and utility bodies, to a dumping body. Recommended for occasional dumping (6 times per hour, or less). Electric unit operates directly from truck's 12-volt battery, eliminating the cost, weight and bulk of PTO operations. For more details, circle (707) on reply card.

Maxwell Steel Company, Santa Fe Springs, Calif., offers a line of young-tree supports made of solid steel. Design prevents turning after implantation. Connections arc-welded. Estimated life 25 years. Guaranteed for 10 years. Made in ½" and ¾" diameters in heights in increments of 6" from 4'0" to 6'. Special lengths on order. Only tools needed for installation are heavy hammer and pliers. For more details, circle (710) on reply card.